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APPENDICES  

Appendix 1. Synopsis of Disney’s 2020 Live-Action Mulan  

The story begins with a village girl named Hua Mulan, who trained her 

"Chi" power in the middle of a rice field. In the middle of training, Hua Zhou as 

Mulan's father, could only thank and pray to his ancestors for the power of "Chi" 

bestowed on his daughter. Then, in the morning, all the villagers were busy doing 

their daily activities. Hua Zhou asked Mulan to direct the chicken back to its cage. 

However, Mulan made a mess by recklessly chasing the chicken. She smashed into 

the crowd of villagers, knocked over the villagers' fruit basket, and broke the wing 

of the Phoenix statue. This made her mother furious, and the villagers panicked. 

Mulan's actions escalated when she climbed the roof while chasing the chicken. She 

slipped and almost fell, which made her family and villagers shocked. However, 

with her "Chi" power, Mulan survived and landed smoothly. Mulan also got a proud 

smile from her father, Hua Zhou. However, Hua Zhou's smile started to fade when 

he saw the faces of the villagers who were annoyed with Mulan's behavior. With a 

disappointed look, Hua Zhou left Mulan, followed by the villagers who continued 

their activities. 

In the middle of the night, Mulan was joking with her sister while combing 

her sister's hair. In the middle of her laughter, she heard her mother arguing with 

her father about Mulan's "Chi" power, which must be hidden to avoid the villagers' 

negative perception of Mulan as a witch. Mulan's mother was also excitedly 

expressing her idea that she wanted to find Mulan a husband through a matchmaker 

immediately. The little Mulan could only feel sad on hearing that. When she felt 

sad, Mulan tried to repair the wing of the Phoenix statue that she broke. This was 

known by Hua Zhou, which caused they engaged in a deep conversation. Mulan's 

father carefully tried to give Mulan the understanding that she must hide her gift of 

"Chi" power. Hua Zhou insisted that this was for Mulan's happiness and to protect 

their family's honor. Mulan only stared at her father resignedly while holding back 

her tears. 

The story continues with the attack of the Rourans on the imperial 

stronghold. This attack was led by the leader of the Rouran people named Bori 

Khan. The witch Xianniang was also involved in assisting this attack by using her 

magic to possess the body of a merchant who crossed the northern silk road to 

become a spy in the empire. After successfully entering the Imperial Territory, 

Xianniang possessed one of the imperial soldiers and went to the Emperor of China 

to report news of the attack by the Rourans. The emperor also discussed all the 

plans, tactics, and also ordered that each family must supply one man to be trained 
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against the Rourans. Xianniang knew all of the emperor's plans, which were used 

as material to deceive the imperial troops on the battlefield. 

On a sunny morning, Mulan was being made up by her mother and sister 

before heading to Madam Matchmaker's place. That day was special for the Hua 

family because Hua Mulan would soon find the right husband. Initially, everything 

went well until Mulan finally showed her reckless side. She tried to protect her 

sister, who was frightened by the spider on Madam Matchmaker's table. This made 

everyone panic and shocked when Hua Mulan attempted to hold all the teapot and 

cups that floated with her hands and feet. Mulan's loss of balance caused all the 

pieces to break, which made Madam Matchmaker angry. Thereafter, the Hua family 

and Mulan went home feeling full of disappointment and shame. Suddenly, the 

imperial envoys came and announced their empire was under attack by the Rouran 

people. Therefore, the emperor asked that each family was obliged to supply one 

man to fight the Rourans attacking the empire. Then, the imperial envoy distributed 

the warrants and instructed each family representative to come forward to take the 

it. With unsteady steps, Hua Zhou stepped forward to retrieve the warrant. 

Unfortunately, because of his weak legs, he fell in the middle of the crowd. Mulan, 

who couldn't bear to see her father, was trying to help her father, but she was 

restrained by her mother not to embarrass their family. Then, Hua Zhou tried to get 

up on his own with his remaining strength. 

In the evening, when the Hua family was having dinner together, Mulan 

tried to restrain her father to not going to war because of his condition. However, 

Hua Zhou suddenly pounded the table and raised his voice while asking Mulan to 

know her position as a daughter who only needed to bring honor to her family. Hua 

Zhou directly left the dining table while Mulan, her sister, and her mother could 

only surrender to Mulan's father's decision. In the middle of the tool room, Mulan's 

father was busy sharpening his sword and preparing his armor to leave tomorrow. 

Hua Mulan walked over to her father and engaged in a conversation with her father. 

Hua Zhou also told Mulan about a Phoenix symbol that he always carried. The 

Phoenix is a symbol of their ancestors, who always followed and protected Mulan's 

father during the war. Mulan held back her tears and apologized to her father 

because she could not replace his father's position and was not as brave as her father. 

Mulan's father tried to calm her and reassured Mulan that everything would be fine. 

He also asked Mulan to be a strong woman and could bring honor to the family. In 

the middle of the night, when everyone was fast asleep, Hua Mulan decided to steal 

her father's sword, armor, and horse. She wanted to take her father's place to battle 

the Rourans. Before leaving, Mulan took the time to pray and say goodbye to her 

ancestors. Mulan began her journey and left her family to go to the training ground. 

Mulan had a long journey for days through the dark night and the thick 

forest. Finally, Mulan arrived at the imperial army training ground. At the training 
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ground, Mulan was greeted by a long line of men before entering the training 

ground. In the middle of a long line, Mulan suddenly fell because a man accidentally 

pushed her. A man named Honghui also laughed at Mulan and reached out his hand 

to help Mulan with a disdainful smile. However, Hua Mulan swiftly brushed off 

Honghui's hand and got up on her own by pointing her sword at Honghui. Mulan 

felt herself being belittled by Honghui. Honghui, who didn't accept Mulan's 

treatment, retaliated by pointing his sword back at Mulan. Seeing the commotion, 

Mulan and Honghui were notified by Commander Tung and were instructed not to 

cause chaos. He also asked Mulan to introduce herself. Hua Mulan attempted to 

speak in a male tone and introduced herself as Hua Jun. After that, all the candidates 

of the imperial army were instructed to go into their rooms to put their things and 

get ready to shower. However, Mulan who was not comfortable, immediately 

volunteered herself to take care of her friends who were about to take a shower. 

That day became Mulan's first day to adjust in disguising herself as a man to replace 

her father. 

Day by day, Mulan struggled to adjust herself living in an environment 

surrounded by men. Hua Mulan and the other imperial army were also preparing 

themselves by continuing to practice, starting with archery, using the sword, martial 

arts, and practicing balance to fight the Rourans. On that day, all candidates of the 

imperial army were trained to be strong, loyal, and honest in carrying out the 

training process. They went through ups and downs until one of the candidates for 

the imperial army was dishonorably discharged because he was caught lying about 

throwing water in a bucket during the balance training process. Apart from that, 

Hua Mulan and her friends had put their souls to practice to increase their strength. 

While practicing martial arts, Mulan got into a fight with Honghui. Then, Mulan 

unconsciously showed her "Chi" power by playing the sword, seen by all of her 

friends and Commander Tung. Mulan also managed to become the only imperial 

army that was capable of carrying two buckets of water on the top of the hill. 

Mulan's achievement made all of Mulan's friends and Commander Tung proud of 

Mulan's abilities. 

In the conducive situation, the Rourans people attacked the imperial defense 

fortress again. This made the entire imperial army inevitably have to be ready to 

fight against the Rourans. Commander Tung gathered all the imperial army troops 

to prepare for war. Before leaving, Commander Tung instructed the entire imperial 

army to loudly voice their motto for the empire, which was "loyal, brave, and true" 

while raising their swords. However, when the word "true" was mentioned, Mulan 

seemed hesitant to voice it, considering that she had lied because she was disguised 

as a man. Finally, all the imperial armies went to the battlefield to fight the Rourans. 

On the cold night and in front of the bonfire, Mulan and her friends convince and 

encourage each other to melt the tense situation. Hua Mulan promised her friends 

that they would be safe and she would protect all of her friends. The next day, the 
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battle between the imperial army and the Rourans began. The Rourans people 

aggressively attacked the imperial army. The imperial army also swiftly responded 

by aiming arrows and dividing the troops into several parts to fight the Rourans. 

When the situation became increasingly tense, Mulan, as part of the left -wing 

troops, chased some of the fleeing Rourans troops. Unfortunately, in the middle of 

the journey, all of Mulan's friends chose to return and did not continue the pursuit 

considering that many imperial army troops had fallen. However, Mulan continued 

her journey alone without her friends. 

In the middle of her journey, Hua Mulan got lost in a valley. She felt 

confused at losing track of Rourans. Suddenly, a bird attacked Mulan from behind, 

which caused Hua Mulan fell from her horse. The bird then turned into a witch 

named Xianniang. Mulan alerted Xianniang by pointing her sword at Xianniang. 

Xianniang asked who Hua Mulan really was. Hua Mulan replied that she was Hua 

Jun, part of the imperial army. The witch who had learned of Hua Mulan's lies 

warned Hua Mulan to be honest to make "Chi" power not poisoned. However, with 

her strong stance, Hua Mulan insisted on admitting that she was Hua Jun, part of 

the imperial army. Xianniang, who had run out of patience then attacked and 

stabbed Mulan with a weapon. This made Mulan thrown and unconscious. Then, 

half-conscious Hua Mulan faintly saw a Phoenix and heard a voice that she had to 

resurrect as Hua Mulan, not Hua Jun. After that, Hua Mulan came to her senses and 

pulled out the weapon from her chest. She rushed to ride her horse while taking off 

her armor to show her true identity as a woman. Finally, Hua Mulan returned to the 

battlefield and helped the imperial army. 

Hua Mulan panicked when she returned to the battlefield and saw the 

imperial army troops suddenly attacked by thousands of birds. Besides, Rourans 

was also directing a huge fireball aimed at the imperial army troops who were 

struggling to form a defensive position in facing the attack from the thousands of 

birds. Considering the situation was getting chaotic, Mulan quickly took action to 

trick Rourans. She went to the top of the mountain behind Rourans riding her horse. 

Arriving at the top of the mountain, Mulan shot the Rourans one by one from behind 

and did the trick as if there were imperial army behind the Rourans. This made the 

Rourans change the direction of the fireball they created behind them. When the 

fireball was thrown, the ground shook violently because the snow on the mountain 

melted due to the fireball hitting it. This made both the Rourans and the imperial 

army run for their lives. In the middle of the snow tsunami, Mulan helped Honghui, 

who was dragged by the snow by using her horse. Then, all of the imperial army 

troops survived in that incident. 

After the snow attack, all the imperial army, including Commander Tung, 

were confused about finding Hua Jun. Suddenly, a woman broke through the fog 

and came closer to them. They were stunned when the imperial army and 
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Commander Tung realized who this woman was. Hua Mulan also kneed and 

revealed all her lies that she is a woman named Hua Mulan. Hua Mulan's deception 

as Hua Jun disappointed Commander Tung. He sent Mulan home dishonorably, but 

Hua Mulan refused and chose to be executed rather than be returned to her family. 

Hua Mulan's wish was denied, which caused she went to the top of the mountain 

and cried out her sorrow. When she was crying, Xianniang came over to Mulan. 

She tried to influence Hua Mulan to join with her to take revenge for what Hua 

Mulan had received. However, Hua Mulan resolutely refused and remained loyal 

to the imperial side. Xianniang also gave bad news to Hua Mulan that the Emperor 

of China had been secretly detained by the Rourans. Hearing that, Hua Mulan 

immediately returned to look for Commander Tung and the imperial army. 

When Mulan managed to find Commander Tung and the imperial army, she 

gave information that the emperor was in danger. Commander Tung who was still 

disappointed with Mulan, again expelled Mulan and instructed Hua Mulan not to 

appear in front of them again. However, Hua Mulan kept trying to convince 

Commander Tung and made herself a guarantee. Seeing Mulan's sincerity, Honghui 

and all of Mulan's friends said, "I believe Hua Mulan" which caused Commander 

Tung changed his mind and instructed Hua Mulan to lead the imperial army into 

the empire. When they arrived at the empire, the entire territory had been bugged 

by the Rourans. Hua Mulan and the other imperial army tried to find the Emperor 

of China. Hua Mulan was shocked when she saw that the one sitting on the 

emperor's seat was Xianniang. Hua Mulan begged Xianniang to give the 

information about the place of her Majesty. She also tried convincing Xianniang 

that she was a great warrior with noble goals. Xianniang felt touched and finally 

instructed Hua Mulan to follow her to the place where Bori Khan was holding her 

Majesty. 

Xianniang, who disguised as a bird appeared before Bori Khan tried to hurt 

the Emperor at the new imperial building. Bori Khan, who did not accept that 

Xianniang had led Mulan to that place, finally got angry and shot Xianniang down. 

Xianniang died on Hua Mulan's lap. Hua Mulan didn't accept this and immediately 

looked for Bori Khan. She was involved in a great fight with Bori Khan until 

Mulan's father's sword finally caught fire. Mulan was encouraged and instructed to 

get up by her Majesty. Finally, Mulan managed to kill Bori Khan by kicking an 

arrow from her Majesty, which hit Bori Khan's chest. The death of Bori Khan gave 

victory to the imperial army of the Rourans. The empire's success in dealing with 

the Rourans allowed Hua Mulan to join as an officer in the Emperor's guard. 

However, Hua Mulan respectfully refused her Majesty's offer and said it would be 

better if she returned to her family that she had betrayed and left behind. The 

Emperor of China respected Mulan's decision and let Mulan go home. 
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Hua Mulan came back to her village and met her family. How shocked the 

whole town and the Hua family were to see Hua Mulan's return. Her arrival was 

accompanied by the happiness of her mother and her sister, who immediately 

hugged her to release her longing. Hua Mulan was crying and shaking when she 

saw Hua Zhou. She apologized for stealing his sword, armor, and horse. Hua Zhou 

immediately hugged Mulan, and they both burst into tears. Shortly after, the 

imperial army came back to Hua Mulan village. They announced that the empire 

was indebted to Hua Mulan for successfully fighting the Rourans. Hua Mulan was 

also given a gift in the form of a sword with the words "loyal, brave, true, and 

devotion to family." Besides, they also said that the Emperor of China wanted Hua 

Mulan to reconsider his offer to place Mulan as an officer in the Emperor's Guard. 

Hua Mulan and her family, including the villagers, were happy to hear that. A 

phoenix also flew over Hua Mulan, symbolizing that her ancestor is always with 

her and protects her from all situations. 
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Appendix 2. Sequences Segmentation of Disney’s 2020 Live-Action Mulan  

No. Description 

1. The Growth of Little Mulan and Her Chi Power 

1a Hua Zhou's sorrowful confession to the ancestors about his daughter 

who was not supposed to have Chi power  

1b Mulan's excitement in honing her Chi in the middle of the rice fields 

by herself 

1c Mulan's power of turning a stick excitedly and seen by her father 

2. The Little Mulan as Troublemaker 

2a Villagers' busyness in carrying out their activities 

2b Hua Zhou’s orders to Mulan for guiding the chicken into the cage 

gently 

2c Mulan's happiness in running to catch a chicken around the village 

and dropping villagers' fruits 

2d Mulan's carelessness stepped on and broke the wings of the 

Phoenix statue 

2e Mulan’s mother and sister concern about Mulan was the cause of 

the chaos 

2f Mulan's mother's anger who warned Mulan to take control of herself 

2g Mulan's excitement in climbing the roof carelessly 

2h Mulan's action in running on the roof to catch a chicken and slips 

2i Mulan's power in showing her "Chi" by landing smoothly from the 

top of the roof 

2j Hua Zhou's happiness at seeing Mulan's ability to use her Chi power 

2k The whisper of the villagers to each other and give Mulan bad views 

2l Hua Zhou's disappointment by changing his smile to a straight face 

and left his daughter 

3. Mulan's Parents Debate 

3a Mulan's jokes while combing her sister's hair happily 

3b Mulan's mother's concern that ordered Hua Zhou to stop supporting 

Mulan in developing her Chi power 

3c Mulan's mother's desire to find a husband for Mulan excitedly  

3d Mulan’s sadness in repairing the wings of the Phoenix statue that she 

broke 

3e Hua Zhou's compassion in advising Mulan to hide her Chi power 

4. The Beginning of the Attack on the Chinese Empire 

4a The witch Xianniang’s action that possessed the body of a male 

merchant on the Silk Road who was going to the empire  

 4b The sudden attack from Rourans on the imperial defense fortress 

aggressively 
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4c Xianniang's disguise took possession of the imperial army's body 

to become a spy and went to meet the emperor 

4d The imperial chancellor's sadness in reporting the sudden attack to 

the emperor 

4e Xianniang's arrogance in becoming a spy and she knew the imperial 

attack tactics 

4f Emperor's firmness to protect his people from Rourans by 

instructing each family must supply one man to become the 

imperial army 

4g A tense meeting between Xianniang with Bori Khan after success 

spied the imperial and gave the information about attack strategy by 

the imperial 

4h Xianniang's anger towards Bori Khan in which she wanted to be 

called as a warrior 

5. The Plan of Matchmaking and Imperial Order 

5a Mulan's joy in pursuit a pair of rabbits while riding a horse  

5b Mulan's excitement in telling her family that when she rode a horse 

she could differentiate between male and female rabbits 

5c Mulan's parents' excitement in telling Mulan that they had found 

the right partner for Mulan through a matchmaker 

5d Mulan's resignation when arranged and ordered to marry in order to 

bring honor to her family 

5e Mulan's mother’s attempt to dress Mulan with good makeup and 

clothes excitedly before going to the matchmaker 

5f Hua family's happiness that brought Mulan to the matchmaker's 

place 

5g Mulan's elegance when she poured tea made Madam Matchmaker 

happy and crown Mulan as the ideal wife 

5h Mulan's sister's fear when she saw the spider dangling in front of her 

eyes 

5i Mulan’s tension in moving the position of the teapot to the side to 

cover the spider that her sister afraid of 

5j Madam Matchmaker's anger towards Mulan who changed the 

position of the teapot and instructed Mulan to return it like the first 

position 

5k Mulan's sister and Madam Matchmaker scream in panic because of 

the flying spider and cause all the glasses and teapot float up 

5l Mulan's agility in holding glasses and teapots using her hands, feet, 

and head 

5m Mulan's loss of balance caused the glasses and teapot broke and 

everyone panicked 
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 5n Madam Matchmaker's disappointment that crowned Hua family 

failed in raising their daughter 

5o Imperial army’s arrival in the village and announce that they are 

under attack and every family must contribute one man to fight 

5p The taking of a warrant by each family representative 

5q Mulan's anxiety when Hua Zhou fell down after taking the warrant 

due to his weak legs 

5r Mulan's sadness who wants to help her father but she is not allowed 

by her mother 

6. The Sacrifice of Mulan for her Family 

6a Hua Zhou's anger at the dining table when Mulan tried to convince 

him not to join the war and tell Mulan to know her place as a 

daughter 

6b The sadness of Mulan, her mother, and her sister who thought that 

maybe Hua Zhou would not return safely again in this war 

6c Hua Zhou's compassion in sharpening his sword before war 

6d Hua Zhou and Hua Mulan's conversation about Phoenix, who 

always followed Hua Zhou during the war with sorrow 

6e Hua Zhou's compassion in advising Mulan to be a strong woman by 

bringing honor to the family 

6f Mulan's courage to take and try to play the sword that will be used 

for war by her father 

6g Mulan's action in stealing her father's armor and sword  

6h Mulan's decision to disguise herself as a man to replace her father 

6i Mulan's religiousness in worshiping her ancestors for blessings her 

to replace her father in war by wearing armor 

6j Mulan's family panic in the morning when they find out that Mulan 

took all the weapons of war and went to replace her father 

6k Mulan's journey to the training ground by riding a horse through the 

jungle, through day and night accompanied by prayers from her 

father to the Phoenix as their ancestor 

6l Mulan’s joy in seeing a Phoenix in the morning that guide her to the 

training ground 

7. The Arrival of Imperial Army Candidates at the Training Ground 

7a Mulan’s arrival in the imperial army training ground with a fun 

atmosphere 

 

 

7b Cricket's joke that made he pushed and hit Mulan until she fell 

7c Honghui's disparaging laughter that offered Mulan a hand to get up 

7d Mulan's annoyance by slapping Honghui's hand and thrusting her 

sword at Honghui and Honghui thrust the sword back at Mulan  

7e Mulan's and Honghui's denouement by Commander Tung 
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7f Mulan's first introduction to the Commander Tung and other 

imperial army candidates as Hua Jun 

7g Mulan's struggle to adjust living in a same room with men who like 

to play and get naked when they're going to take a shower 

7h Mulan's excitement in volunteering herself to be a night guard when 

her friends take a bath 

7i Mulan's relief at night before going to bed after opening the cloth 

that covered her chest 

7j Mulan's response in dismissing her male friend's physical contact 

while sleeping 

7k Mulan's sadness remembers when she left her parents and her sister 

at night 

8. The Preparation of War 

8a The announcement of regulations during imperial army training 

8b The basic self-defense training for all imperial army candidates 

8c The basic archery training for all imperial army candidates 

8d The strength and balance training by carrying 2 buckets of water up 

a hill without dropping water 

8e Long Wei's dishonorable expulsion for dishonesty wasted some 

water during strength training 

8f The conversation of Mulan and her friends at lunch about their ideal 

type of woman 

8g Mulan and Honghui’s conversation in the room about how to 

approach women and Honghui tells Mulan to take a shower 

8h The fight of Mulan and Honghui using spears 

8i Mulan's inadvertence in showing her Chi power makes her friends 

and Commander Tung surprised and proud 

8j Mulan's annoyance in the room because of her carelessness in 

showing her Chi power and followed by her friends who feel happy 

8k Mulan's fear when Honghui joins her bathing in the lake and invites 

her to be friends, but Mulan refuses 

 8l Bori Khan's arrogance gathered the 12 strongest tribal leaders into 

his basecamp, and invited them to join him in destroying the 

emperor 

8m The monitoring of the situation in the empire from the top of the hill 

by Bori Khan and the witch 

8n The summoning of Mulan by Commander Tung because of her 

ability and talent in using Chi power 

8o Mulan's seriousness in training her Chi power by herself by the lake 

8p Mulan's success as the first person who is able to carry 2 buckets of 

water up a hill  
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9. The War Between Imperial Army Against Rourans 

9a Rouran’s attack on the imperial defense fortress lead by Bori Khan 

and Xianniang 

9b The announcement from Commander to the imperial army about the 

war 

9c Mulan's hesitation when she shouts the word "True" when all the 

imperial army shouts "Loyal, Brave, and True" motto 

9d Mulan’s wish to reveal her true identity to Commander Tung, but 

Mulan ends up getting an invitation to meet Commander Tung's 

daughter  

9e Mulan's conversation with her friends last night before the war by 

entertaining and strengthening each other 

9f Mulan's promise to protect her friends and make sure they are all 

safe 

9g The Imperial army's fierce battle against the Rourans begins with the 

archery action of the imperial army 

9h The siege of the part of the Rouran army by Mulan as the left flank 

army  

10. Mulan VS The Witch 

10a Mulan’s lost in the valley and kicked by a bird 

 10b The witch's question asking who Mulan is 

10c Mulan's confession as Hua Jun to the witch 

10d Mulan's battle with the witch who already knows Mulan's true 

identity 

10e Mulan scratched the witch's hand with her sword and the witch 

retaliated by throwing Mulan's sword 

10f Mulan's action in crawling on the ice cracking to take her sword 

10g The witch's persistence in trying to get Mulan reveal her true identity 

in order to not poison Mulan's Chi 

10h Mulan's reaffirmation that she is Hua Jun as the imperial army 

10i Mulan stabbed using a weapon by the witch 

11. The Power of Hua Mulan’s Truth 

11a The rise of Mulan after being stabbed by the witch as Hua Mulan 

not Hua Jun 

11b Mulan’s action in pulling the weapon from her chest and looked at 

the nearby Phoenix 

11c Mulan’s action in riding her horse and takes off all her armor 

showing her identity as a woman 

11d The return of Mulan to the battlefield against the Rourans using her 

Chi power 
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11e The attack of thousands of birds created by the witch on the imperial 

army 

11f The formation of defensive positions by the imperial army using 

shields 

11g Mulan's panic when she sees the Rourans throwing fireballs at the 

imperial army 

11h Mulan's alertness in tricking the Rourans by shooting their members 

to reverse the direction of the fireball 

11i The iceberg shakes and decays because of the fireball 

11j The run of the entire Rourans army and the imperial army avoiding 

the snow 

11k The rescue of Cricket who is trapped in a log by Honghui 

11l The rescue of Honghui who is drowning in the snow by Hua Mulan 

11m The confusion of Commander Tung and the imperial army in 

searching for Hua Jun after war 

11n Mulan's confession about her true identity by kneeling to 

Commander Tung and the imperial army 

11o Commander Tung's disappointment with Mulan and expels her 

12. Hua Mulan's Sadness After Being Expelled 

12a Mulan's cry on the mountain 

 12b The arrival of thousand birds that attack Mulan and turn into the 

witch 

12c The witch's attempts to persuade Mulan to join her and the Rouran 

family in defeating the empire 

12d The witch’s confession to Mulan that Bori Khan is on his way to kill 

the emperor 

12e Mulan's determination to maintain her empire and refuse the witch's 

offer 

12f Mulan's meeting with Commander Tung and the imperial army 

gives news that the emperor will be attacked by Rourans 

12g The disbelief of Commander Tung who wants to execute Mulan  

12h Honghui and the other imperial army's defense of trusting Hua 

Mulan again 

12i Mulan's coronation as the leader who will guide the imperial army 

to the imperial city 

12j Mulan's courage in leading her friends to the Imperial City 

13. Emperor's Rescue 

13a The entry of the Rourans in the empire by climbing the tile 

13b The witch possessed the imperial chancellor's body 

13c The emperor stepped down to meet Bori Khan and protect his people 

13d The battle of imperial army with Rourans 
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13e The trapping of the emperor by Bori Khan in the unfinished imperial 

building 

13f Mulan's meeting with the witch at the emperor's place because the 

emperor has been framed by Bori Khan 

13g Mulan's policy of convincing the witch that she still has a noble path 

and asking the witch to tell where the emperor is 

13h Mulan’s action in climbing the tile using her Chi power following 

the witch's bird to find the emperor 

13i Bori Khan's conversation to the emperor that he tied up that no one 

would save him 

13j The witch stabbed by Bori Khan's arrow for trying to protect Mulan 

13k The death of the witch in Mulan's arms 

13l The fight between Mulan against Bori Khan to save the emperor 

13m The burning of Mulan's father's sword that makes Mulan sad 

13n Mulan's awakening is due to the spirit of the emperor and the 

Phoenix in giving Mulan power 

13o The murder of Bori Khan by Mulan with an arrow  

14. The Imperial’s Victory 

14a The sincerely thanks from the emperor to Mulan 

14b The emperor gives Mulan the place of as an officer in Emperor's 

guard 

14c Mulan's rejection of the emperor's offer and choosing to return to 

her family that she left and betrayed 

14d Mulan's respect in refusing the emperor's offer and admits that she 

chose to return to her family that she had left and betrayed. 

14e Mulan's gratitude with bowed her head to the emperor after 

confessing all her faults 

14f The farewell between Mulan and Honghui before Mulan returned to 

her village 

15. The Return of Hua Mulan 

15a Hua Mulan's arrival to her village by riding her father's horse 

15b The happiness of the villagers in welcoming Mulan's arrival 

15c A tight hug from Mulan's mother and Mulan's sister on the return of 

Hua Mulan 

15d Mulan's confession and apology to her father for stealing her father's 

armor, sword, and horse 

15e Mulan's father hugs Mulan tightly because he is happy that her 

daughter is back safely 

15f The emperor's guard’s arrival at Mulan’s village 

15g Mulan's father tries to protect Mulan if her old friend Commander 

Tung wants to discipline Mulan 
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15h The gift-giving of a sword with inscription, faithful, brave, true, and 

devotion to the family from the emperor to Hua Mulan 

15i The instruction of the emperor for Mulan to consider an offer from 

the emperor who wants to make Mulan an officer in the emperor's 

guard 

15j Hua Mulan's happiness and smile when seeing the Phoenix who 

always protected her flying above her 
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